Meeting Agenda

1) Public Comment Period – For items on the agenda
2) Review and approve previous meeting minutes
3) MRF Operations
4) Springfield MRF Contract
   Greg Cooper
   Brooke Nash
   Steve Ellis
5) Education & Outreach Committee Projects
   RRR Update
   Private Hauler Education Campaign
   Website
   Radio
6) Other business
In our conversations over our last few MAB meetings, a very concerning part of our discussion has been the changing landscape of Western MA.

- Single Stream / Dual Stream
- The future of the MRF on Bernie Ave
- The absence of Jusine’s Position
- and....yes, the inevitable retirement of Arlene!

So, we’ve asked you hear today to have a conversation about

- Any discussions you may have had about the local challenges you may be having
- The future of the MRF on Bernie Ave
- How the MAB may be able to partner with you to continue strengthening the productivity and value of the MRF